Instructions

Attaching LEE Elements filters
to your lens
Thread your filter clockwise onto the front of your lens until
it is secure. Do not over tighten. For CPL and VND’s, grip the
rear fixed section of the filter whilst attaching to the lens.

LEE Elements Stoppers
Once secured to the lens, the Stopper will reduce the
amount of light entering into the camera’s sensor by a
fixed amount. Little Stopper by 6 stops and Big Stopper
by 10 stops. The actual density of your Stopper may vary
by as much as 1/6 of a stop. To achieve the most accurate
exposure for your individual filter, it is recommended that
you make some test exposures before first use. Stoppers
by design are not neutral density filters and will produce a
different effect from an ND filter.

LEE Elements CPL
Once secured to the lens, rotate the front section of the filter
to adjust the polarisation effect.

LEE Elements VND
Once secured in place, rotate the front section of the filter to
adjust the amount of light entering the lens by the number of
stops shown on the filter mount.
Hard stops at the higher and lower limit of the VND filter
eliminate the risk of a full cross ‘X’ polarisation effect.
Some optical vignetting may be visible above 4 stops on
the VND 2-5 and above 8 stops on the VND 6-9, this effect
can be reduced or removed by increasing your focal length.
This optical vignetting effect is the result of light travelling
through both VND optics at extreme angles such as those on
wide angle lenses and therefore can be best controlled via
focal length adjustments.

Removing LEE Elements filters
from your lens
Unthread your filter anti-clockwise until it comes away from
the lens. Ensure a firm and even grip on the filter so that it
does not drop off the lens when fully loosened. For CPL and
VND’s, grip the rear fixed section of the filter during removal.

Protective filter case
The LEE Elements protective filter case is designed with a
robust latch to withstand the impact of being dropped by
accident and thereby opening and releasing your filter.
To open the case, if required, you can apply a small amount
of pressure using either your thumb or heel of your hand to
the middle of the case over the LEE Filters logo and then use
your index and middle finger to gently release the latch.
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